Silver ‘U’

SILVER ‘U’ IS AWARDED FOR (CRITERIA/GUIDELINES):

✓ LEADERSHIP
  Reflects a position of strength, quality, and confidence—but not arrogance.
  Supports the mission and vision of UNMC in the best interest of UNMC’s customers. Promotes individual accountability for organization success.

✓ COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE
  Reinforces the association between “Nebraska” and “Excellence.” Excellence, as Nebraskans define it, involves discipline, hard work, tough challenges, compassion, and a better quality of life.
  Provides outstanding customer service, improves the effectiveness or efficiencies of daily operations. Emphasizes quality and has high expectations for performances. Pursues excellence in an ethical manner.

✓ WORKING TOGETHER
  Emphasizes the dynamic quality of our work together; views collaboration as an energizing, productive opportunity—not a chore.
  Respects individuals for their cultures, contributions and points of view.

✓ A TRUSTED RESOURCE
  Accentuates the breadth, depth, and connectedness of UNMC’s strengths.

SILVER ‘U’ RECIPIENTS RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING:

1. A Silver ‘U’ pin.
3. Lunch with UNMC Chancellor.
4. A shirt with the Silver ‘U’ logo.

Gold ‘U’

GOLD ‘U’ IS AWARDED FOR (CRITERIA/GUIDELINES):

✓ LEADERSHIP
  Reflects a position of strength, quality, and confidence—but not arrogance.
  Contributes to and supports the mission and vision of UNMC in the best interest of UNMC’s customers. Promotes and acknowledges individual accountability for organization success.

✓ COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE
  Reinforces the association between “Nebraska” and “Excellence.” Excellence, as Nebraskans define it, involves discipline, hard work, tough challenges, compassion, and a better quality of life—without approaching extravagance.
  Consistently provides outstanding customer service or significantly improves the effectiveness or efficiencies of daily operations. Raises the standard on quality, and has high expectations for performances. Pursues excellence in a professional, ethical manner.

✓ WORKING TOGETHER
  Emphasizes the dynamic quality of our work together; views collaboration as an energizing, productive opportunity—not a chore.
  Respects individuals for their cultures, contributions and points of view.

✓ A TRUSTED RESOURCE
  Accentuates the breadth, depth, and connectedness of UNMC’s strengths.

GOLD ‘U’ RECIPIENTS RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING:

1. A Gold ‘U’ pin.
2. Career Development Award of up to $2,500.
3. $100 cash award.
4. UNMC Gold ‘U’ certificate, signed by UNMC Chancellor.
5. Breakfast with UNMC Chancellor.
6. Invitation to the Annual Service Award Dinner in June.
7. Recognition at a Board of Regents meeting.
8. Board of Regents “Kudos” certificate, signed by the University of Nebraska President.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND NOMINATION FORMS please visit www.unmc.edu/hr or call Employee Relations at 402.559.6020